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1. Mission Statement  

 

Through the production of Film, Photography, and the creation of an Online Stock-

Footage Library, The Grise Fiord Picture Company Inc. (GFPIC) will visually offer 

Grise Fiord to the world.  
 

 

2. Company Summary  

 

Operating within the Arctic, from the Hamlet of Grise Fiord, GFPIC is closer to the 

North Pole than any other content creator in North America. In-terms of Arctic 

scenery and stories, our location offers a competitive advantage over our Southern 
contemporaries.  

GFPIC employs a hire local philosophy, intended to establish sustainable 

infrastructure to the benefit of all in Grise Fiord, perpetually. 

 

 

3. Industry Analysis 

 

Canada’s Creative Content Industries combine to support over 250,000 full-time 

equivalent jobs, contributing to over $20 Billion annually in GDP. 

 

Today is the Golden Age for Content Creators. 

 

A rise in the demand for content to satisfy an increasing number of digital channels, 

on-demand services, mobile applications, and the gaming industry, combine to offer 

extreme growth opportunities for those who play well together. 
 

 

4. Services  

 

FILM: GFPIC will help to craft existing stories from Grise Fiord into completed film 

productions, allowing Elders and Others to share their voices with the world.  

 

PHOTOGRAPHY: Following the Cape Dorset model of print making, Fine-Art 

Galleries through-out the globe will be offered an opportunity to carry annually 



released limited-edition numbered and signed prints of arguably the world’s most 

engaging landscape, Grise Fiord.  

 

ONLINE STOCK-FOOTAGE LIBRARY: Launching an Online Stock-Footage library 

will offer the world’s creative content creators Grise Fiord downloadable content on a 

24/7 basis. Each sale will bring both Grise Fiord and Nunavut more into the eyes and 

interests of the world, adding synergies to Nunavut art, tourism, and other related 

industries.  

 

 

 

5. Strategy and Implementation  

 

Step 1. June 2016 to November 2016 

 

Equipment Acquisition: Acquisition of high-resolution photography and video 

equipment will allow for images to be captured at the best possible level of quality 
demanded by today’s creative content consumers.  

Obtaining a large format archival photo-printer will allow for in-house printing to 

occur within Grise Fiord, as opposed to sending out for such an expensive value-add 
service.  

 

 

Step 2.  July 2016 on into Perpetuity 

Online Stock-Footage Library: After design, production, and launch of the online 

infrastructure, captured images will be perpetually uploaded to GFPIC’s Online 
Stock-Footage Library. Images will be available for license 24/7. 

 

Step 3. July 2016 – November 2016 

Film Development: It all begins in development. 

GFPIC’s first development application, for it’s inaugural film:  GRISE FIORD: ON-
TOP of THE WORLD was submitted to Nunavut Film on June 14th, 2016.  

Reaching outside of Nunavut, GFPIC is now preparing applications to Federal 

Government Bodies, Private and Public Broadcasters, as well as other Canadian Film 
Funders for support. 

 

 



 

 

Step 4. December 2016 – June 2017 

Film Production: 

As projects complete development, securing production partners is the next critical 
success factor.  

Attendance to key film festivals, such as Halifax, Toronto, and Banff, will allow for 

opportunity to secure industry production funding partners. While attending festivals, 

there will be a synergy to present Photography at Galleries within the same and 
surrounding cities that are hosting festivals.  

 

 

 

6. Sales & Net Income Forecast 

  

Projected Sales    Yr. 1 Yr. 2  Yr. 3 

      $    $          $ 

Film Development 20,000  40,000  60,000  

Film Production  150,000  300,000  450,000  

Photography/Online Stk. Footage 20,000  30,000  40,000  

Total Sales  190,000 370,000  550,000  

  

Direct Cost of Sales  Year 1  Year 2  Year 3  

Film Development 18,000  36,000  54,000  

Film Production 135,000  270,000  405,000  

Photography/Online Stk. Footage 18,000  27,000  $36,000  

Subtotal Direct Cost of Sales  171,000  $333,000  495,000  

    

Projected Net Income 19,000 37,000 55,000 

    

    



 

 

7.0 Management Summary  

 

GFPIC’s Owner/Operator, Stephen Fielding, B.Com., CMA, CPA, has a 20-year 

history in the field of film production. He has held CFO positions within both the 
Public & Private sectors of the film financing equation.  

As a Filmmaker/Photographer/and Musician, he enjoys the art of creation. Training 

others to create on-the-job is extremely important, as Stephen is dedicated to 
ensuring that all contributing to a project will grow to their fullest potential.   

Serving over three-hundred million ($300,000,000) worth of broadcast film 

production as a Film Consultant through his company Filmusic Incorporated, Stephen 
has created a hunger for helping others succeed. 

To that end, The Grise Fiord Picture Company Inc. is Stephen’s most recent 

passion. 

   

 

8.0 Financial Plan  

 

Due to the extreme cost of shipping to-and-fro Grise Fiord, renting film and 

photography production equipment (and returning it) is far too costly of an option to 
engage in.  

Purchasing equipment is the only feasible cost-effective means of making GFPIC a 

viable going-concern, capable of successfully producing high-quality creative content 
and Stock-Footage from within Grise Fiord to digitally export to the World. 

For the first six-months GFPIC will reach-out for financial resources required to 

acquire essential film production and photography equipment.  

Grant funding will be combined with revenues from Broadcasters, Art Gallery’s, and 

Online Stock-Footage Sales to fully fund GFPIC through it’s first three year’s of 
growth. 

 



 

 

 


